
1) Write all the possible factors of 3v3.

2) Write all the possible factors of 4ab.

Part - B

1) Which of the following are the factors of 25u3?

5ua) u2b) 2uc) u3d) 25e)

3) Which of the following are the factors of m2n?

m3a) 3mnb) 5m2c) mnd) ne)

Part - A (Multiple response)

2) Which of the following are the factors of 30a3b?

6aba) 10a2b) a3c) 4a2d) b2e)

4) Which of the following are the factors of 15xy?

3xa) 5xyb) yc) 12d) xye)

5) Which of the following are the factors of 20pr3?

2pa) 6prb) 5r2c) 8rd) pr2e)
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1) Write all the possible factors of 3v3.

1, 3, v, 3v, v2, 3v2, v3, 3v3

2) Write all the possible factors of 4ab.

1, 2, 4, a, 2a, 4a, b, 2b, 4b, ab, 2ab, 4ab

Part - B

1) Which of the following are the factors of 25u3?

5ua) u2b) 2uc) u3d) 25e)

3) Which of the following are the factors of m2n?

m3a) 3mnb) 5m2c) mnd) ne)

Part - A (Multiple response)

2) Which of the following are the factors of 30a3b?

6aba) 10a2b) a3c) 4a2d) b2e)

4) Which of the following are the factors of 15xy?

3xa) 5xyb) yc) 12d) xye)

5) Which of the following are the factors of 20pr3?

2pa) 6prb) 5r2c) 8rd) pr2e)
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